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Context – Cyber-Physical Production Systems

• Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPSs) interact
with the environment to self-adapt to the conditions

• CPPSs enable flexible production of 
customized products, i.e., product families

• Engineering artifacts (e.g. CAD drawings) contain 
variant information but are unstructured

• Requires analyses to model and extract the 
CPPS variability
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Problem – Cyber-Physical Production Systems

• Amount of structured variability modeling 
approaches is overwhelming

• Industrial practitioners are often unaware of 
available approaches and their application

• Case studies help researchers and practitioners 
gaining insights into variability modeling 

• CPPS real-world cases for variability are rare, often 
not accessible, and hard to reproduce [1]. 

• Researchers often use toy examples or develop 
fictitious case studies. m
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Research Question 1
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RQ1. Which real-world case studies satisfy 
requirements to investigate product variability in 
CPPSs?

• Proposal of minimal requirements

• Elicitation of real-world case studies



Requirements for Production System Case Studies

• Req1. Product variability in production systems.
• Case must cover the variability of products that can be manufactured on a 

production system.

• Req2. Structured product variants.
• Products need to be sufficiently similar to build a product line. (50% - 80% 

commonalities) [2]

• Req3. Availability of domain experts or documentation. 
• Experts who understand the product line and CPPS to discuss variability.

Documentation to properly describe the case study.
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Elicitation of real-world case studies

1. Identify accessible real-world case studies
• Two methodologies, case study guideline [3] and design science methodology [4]
• Interviews with practitioners and researchers from three collaborations 
• Identification of four cases that fulfill the requirements with documentation material
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Research Question 2
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RQ2. How can we obtain comparable variability 
models from the real-world cases? 

• Translation of the case studies to a unified 
industrial CPPS domain-specific language

• Transformation of the case studies to a feature 
models and back



Extraction of Variability

1. Identify accessible real-world case studies

2. Extract variability information to Product-Process-Resource DSL (PPR DSL).
• Data Analysis - Modeling of the product lines in the PPR DSL [5]
• Support of collaborations in modeling
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Transformation to structured Variability Models

1. Identify accessible real-world case studies

2. Extract variability information to PPR DSL.

3. Transformation of PPR DSL artifacts to feature models.
• VERT process [6] enables users to transform engineering artifacts containing 

variability information, such as the PPR DSL
• Definition of TraVarT mappings [7] between the PPR DSL and FeatureIDE [8] feature 

models
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Case Study – Water Filter
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• Water filter for safe water usage in Tanzania
• Filters impurities and remove contaminants

• Low-cost but customizable working without electricity 

• Data
• Semi-structured online interview and email communication

• Manual, project documents, company website

• Product line 
©Askwar Hilonga



Discussion
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• The four case studies advance currently available industrial studies 
for production systems

• Using the PPR DSL and TraVarT can make variability models better comparable

• Our approach is a good starting point to evaluate 
variability modeling approaches for CPPS

• Using the real-world case studies can help educating product line engineering to 
CPPS engineers [9]



Conclusion & Future Work
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• Identified selection criteria for real-world case studies of product lines in CPPS

• Elicited four case studies on product variability from the production domain 
satisfying the requirements

• Cases and artifacts are available online: https://github.com/tuw-qse/cpps-var-case-studies

• Addressed reusable and reproducible product lines in CPPSs 

• Introduced transform operations from Product-Process-Resource DSL 
to feature models 

• Automatically transformed the DSL instances to feature models

• Future Work
• Incorporation of process variability in the case studies

• Usage of other variability models like decision modeling, e.g., for process variability modeling

https://github.com/tuw-qse/cpps-var-case-studies
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Future Work
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